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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Amendment

This action is in response to Applicant's amendment filed November 22, 2006. Claims

37-64 are pending in the present application.

This application has been reassigned to another examiner. The examiner has carefully

evaluated the instant claims in view of the prior art. The examiner has conducted a new and

careful search of the pertinent prior art areas.

Specification

The title of the invention is not descriptive. A new title is required that is clearly

indicative of the invention to which the claims are directed.

The following title is suggested: Computer Architecture for Supporting Peer-to-Peer

Network.

Drawings

Applicant has submitted a replacement drawing of figure 4a. The objection is now

withdrawn.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

In view of Applicant's amendment, the rejection of claims 38, 57 and 58 under 35 U.S.C.

112, second paragraph, are now withdrawn.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 1 22(b), by another filed

in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent granted on an application for

patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent, except that an

international application filed under the treaty defined in section 351(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this

subsection of an application filed in the United States only if the international application designated the United

States and was published under Article 21(2) of such treaty in the English language.

Claims 37-48 and 50-64 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by

Mackay et al. (US 2003/001 8566)

Mackav et al. teach claims :

37. A method of operating a computing device as a first peer (seller/buyer) in a peer-to-peer

network wherein said first peer is adapted to perform a support role (seller/buyer agent) in

relation to a second peer (seller/buyer) in the peer-to-peer network fl[[0006] "a distributed online

auction system that accurately matches buyers and sellers using a peer to peer architecture

enabling not only automated but also "live Internet auctions. "), the second peer being a subject of

the support role, comprising:

a) establishing contact between the first peer and the second peer fl[[0007]); and

b) providing said support to the second peer fl|[0008] an online action system that provide

service to seller and buyers, in this case, the service is broadly interpreted as "support" as

claimed).
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38. A method of operating a peer-to-peer network (fig. 7) with a first peer and a second peer,

wherein the first peer is a super-peer (server), which is adapted to perform a support role and the

second peer being a subject of the support role, comprising:

a) the super-peer receiving notification that the support role is requested (f [ [0026] The

terminals of Client A and Client B have been enhanced in accordance with the invention,

preferably by executing a suitable installation program on the respective client terminals. If

desired, that program can be downloaded from a server 10. Specifically, each user has a client

application that runs on their terminal in the background and that enables the user to create buyer

and/or seller agents dedicated to the task of buying or selling such items as the user may specify,

or of locating buyers and sellers for such items. The creation and use of these agents will be

described in detail below with reference to FIGS. 2 to 7");

b) the super-peer establishing contact with the second peer (f [0026]); and

c) providing support between the first and second peers. fl[ [0026])

39. The method according to claim 38, wherein the peer-to-peer network further comprises a

third peer, wherein the third peer is a second super peer, and any of steps a) to c) are assigned to,

and performed by, the third peer. fl[ [0055] "Each of the network computers on the proxy list

may in turn be connected to other network computers 47A, 47B and 47C to which they can

forward the request, thus forming the peer to peer daisy-chain or tree structure shown in

simplified form in FIG. 8. In this scenario, each network computer 45, 46 is connected to a few

other network computers 46, 47, say three as shown, which are in turn connected to a few other

network computers and so on. When searching for matches the request is forwarded to the
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network computers 46A, 46B and 46C to which the user
f

s network computer 45 is connected. If

no match is found on those network computers 46A, 46B and 46C defining the first level of the

structure, then the request is forwarded to the second-level network computers 47A, 47B and

47C connected to the first-level computers 46A, 46B and 46C. This cascading process continues

until a match is found, until a predetermined number of network computers or levels of the

structure have been searched, or until a timeout brings the search to a close after a predetermined

period of time.").

40. The method according to claim 38, wherein the support role is a holding role to hold data for

the benefit of the second peer, where the holding role includes the steps of the super-peer: d)

receiving data; e) recording the received data; f) receiving requests for the received data from

users of the network or a process running on the network; g) retrieving the received data based

on the request; and h) transmitting the received data to the requesting user or process fl|[0055]).

41. The method according to claim 40, further comprising the steps of the super-peer: receiving

further data; wherein step (d) includes the step of the super-peer: (dl) processing the received

data based on the further data, (f [0055])

42. The method according to claim 40, further comprising the step of the super-peer: i) receiving

further data with the received data; j) wherein step (d) includes the step of: (dl) the super-peer

processing the received data based on the further data.
fl[ [0055])
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43. The method according to claim 42, wherein the peer-to-peer network contains a third peer

and step (d) includes the step of: (dl) performing operations which result in one or more

transmissions to the third peer. (% [0055]).

44. The method according to claim 42, wherein the peer-to-peer network contains a third peer

and step (f) includes the step of: (fl) performing operations which result in one or more

transmissions to the third peer, flf [0055]).

45. The method according to claim 40, wherein step (d) includes the step of:

(dl) performing operations which affect the received data, or which affect other data

previously recorded or which result in one or more transmissions to the second peer. flf [0054]-

[0056]).

46. The method according to claim 40, wherein step (f) includes the step of: (fl) performing

operations which affect the request, or which affect data previously recorded or which result in

one or more transmissions to the second peer. fll[0054]-[0058]).

47. The method according to claim 40 wherein the support role corresponds to the super- peer

being a witness to a transaction. (7 [0034] "The server 10 reports the login result to the client

and, if login was successful, sends to the user the offer criteria of any previous buyer and

seller agents created by that user (step 2)").
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48. The method according to claim 40 wherein the stored data corresponds to links to other

peers, (fig.8)

50. The method according to claim 38, wherein the support role is an assignment role to assign

one or more operations to the second peer, where the assignment role includes the steps of: d) the

super-peer deciding that the second peer is required to perform an operation; e) selecting the

second peer from a list of peers that are available; f) retrieving details of the second peer; and g)

instructing the second peer to perform the operation, flf [0054]-[0058])

51. The method according to claim 50, including the further steps of h) assessing the peers in

the list of available peers; and i) recording the results of the assessing step. fl[ [0054]-[0060])

52. The method according to claim 38, wherein the support role is a sharing role to share

performance of an operation with the second peer, the sharing role including the steps of d) the

super-peer receiving notification that a peering relationship is required, a peering relationship

being a method of operating with the second peer so as to share the performance of an operation;

e) determining an identity of a sibling required to implement the peering relationship, the sibling

being the second peer; f) establishing a peering relationship with the sibling; g) maintaining

synchronization between a database on the super-peer and a database on the sibling,
flf [0054]-

[0061]).
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53. The method according to claim 52, wherein the peer-to-peer network comprises a third

peer, the sharing role including the step of: h) replacing the sibling with a second sibling as

required, the second sibling being the third peer, flf [0054]-[0061]).

54. The method according to claim 52, wherein the peer-to-peer network comprises a third peer,

the sharing role including the step of: h) creating a third sibling as required, the third sibling

being the third peer, flj [0054]-[0061]).

55. The method according to claim 52, wherein step (g) includes the steps of:

(gl) handling a request related to the operation if it does not affect a state of the operation; and

(g2) transmitting the request to the sibling, if the super-peer is unable to handle the request. fl[

[0054]-[0061]).

56. The method according to claim 52, wherein step (g) includes the steps of i

(gl) handling a request related to the operation if it does affect a state of the operation; and

(g2) transmitting the request to the sibling. fl[ [0054]-[0061])

57. The method according to claim 52, wherein step (f) includes the steps of:

(gl) confirming that the notification that the support role is requested received by the super-peer

is the same as a request received by the sibling before handling a request related to the operation;

and (g2) handling the request independently upon confirmation, flf [0054]-[0061])
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58. The method according to claim 52, wherein the super-peer and the sibling are arranged so

that: one of the super-peer and the sibling is operable to receive data; and the other of the super-

peer and the sibling is operable to process and record the data, (f [0054]-[0061])

59. The method according to claim 52 wherein the support role corresponds to the super-peer

performing joint or jury-peering in relation to a transaction, (fig.8; joint peering relationship)

60. The method according to claim 38, wherein the support role is an interfacing role to provide

users not able to access the network with an interface to the network, where the interfacing role

includes the steps of d) the super-peer receiving data from a user who is unable to access the

network, wherein the data is received independently of the network; e) executing the data; f)

obtaining results of the execution; and g) transmitting the results to the user, wherein the results

are transmitted independently of the network,
flf [0054]-[0059])

61. The method according to claim 60 wherein the first and second peers perform cooperative

peering thereby allowing a jury function to be performed by the first and second peer in relation

to a transaction.
fl[ [0054]-[0059])

62. The method according to any of claims 47, 59, or 61, wherein the transaction corresponds to

a sale, swap, auction, bid, exchange, distribution of information or other transaction which is

amenable to supervision, authorization, validation or distribution. fl| [0003])
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63. The method according to claim 38, including the further steps of: d) the super-pee interfacing

with a user not located on the network; e) the super-peer reformatting data for the user to view.

(FIG.6)

64. A method of operating a computing device as a first peer in a peer-to-peer network, wherein

the peer-to-peer network comprises a second and third peer, the first peer being adapted to

dynamically support an interaction between the second and third peers who are otherwise

communicating with each other directly, the method including the steps Of:

a) the first peer establishing contact with the second and third peers which are to be supported;

and b) providing said support, (claim 64 is similarly rejected as in claim 1)

Allowable Subject Matter

As previously indicated, claim 49 would be allowable if rewritten in independent form

including all of the limitations of the base claim and any intervening claims.

Response to Arguments

Applicant's arguments have been fully considered but they are not persuasive. In response

to Applicant's that Mackay does not teach or suggest a method where one peer performs a

support role for the other peer as claimed, the PTO respectfully disagrees and submits that

Mackay does teach the claimed invention. As cited above,
If [0008], for example, discloses an

agent adapted to generate, when resident on a user terminal, an offer to buy or to sell an item for
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matching with an offer from another match between offers to open a peer to peer communication

channel between the host user terminal and another user terminal generating a matching offer.

In this case, the "host user terminal" is interpreted as a first peer, the other terminal is interpreted

as a second peer, and the "offer to buy or sell" is interpreted as support role as claimed, for at

least this reason, the rejections are sustained.

It is the Examiner's position that Applicant has not yet submitted claims drawn to

limitations, which define the operation of Applicant's disclosed invention in manner, which

distinguishes over the prior art. As it is Applicant's right to continue to claim as broadly as

possible their invention. It is also the Examiner's right to continue to interpret the claim

language as broadly as possible. It is the Examiner's position that the detailed functionality that

allows for Applicant's invention to overcome the prior art used in the rejection, fails to

differentiate in detail how these features are unique.

Applicant employs broad language, which includes the use of word, and phrases (i.e.

"support role"), which have broad meanings in the art. In addition, Applicant has not argued any

narrower interpretation of the claim language, nor amended the claims significantly enough to

construe a narrower meaning to the limitations. As the claims breadth allows multiple

interpretations and meanings, which are broader than Applicant's disclosure, the Examiner is

forced to interpret the claim limitations as broadly and as reasonably possible, in determining

patentability of the disclosed invention. Although the claims are interpreted in light of the
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specification, limitations from the specification are not read into the claims. See In re Van

Geuns, 988 R2d 1181, 26 USPQ2d 1057 (Fed. Cir.1993).

Failure for Applicant to significantly narrow definition/scope of the claims and supply

arguments commensurate in scope with the claims implies the Applicant intends broad

interpretation be given to the claims. The Examiner has interpreted the claims with scope

parallel to the Applicant in the response, and reiterates the need for the Applicant to more clearly

and distinctly, define the claimed invention.

Conclusion

THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1 . 1 36(a).

A shortened statutory period, for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO

MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after

the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37

CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event,

however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing

date of this final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Alina N. Boutah whose telephone number is 571-272-3908. The

examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday (9:00 am - 5:00 pm).
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If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, David A. Wiley can be reached on 571-272-3923. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

ANB


